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Principal’s Message
Return to Face to Face Learning
The school is full of students again - finally! What an absolute joy it is to hear the students talking, playing and laughing together as they
reconnect to face to face learning. It is normally a busy time of year, with assessments and reporting, however, our wonderful teachers
and ES staff are ensuring we take the time to support students in their connection back to their friends and school environment.
Bring It Back Bright - Out of Uniform Day Next Friday - Friday 13th
As a way to celebrate being back together, we have organised an out of uniform day on Friday 13th November, themed ‘Bring It Back
Bright’. Please encourage students to wear something bright to celebrate.
Confirmation of Grade Structure for 2022
I am pleased to announce that School Council has approved the following grade structure for 2022:
● 2 x Grade Prep grades - approximately 16-18 students (we are still taking enrolments - please spread the word!)
● 1 x Grade 1 - 21 students
● 1 x Grade 2 - 22 students
● 1 x Grade 3 - 21 students
● 1 x Grade 4 - 24 students
● 1 x Grade 5 - 21 students
● 1 x Grade 6 - 19 students
● Specialists: Art, Physical Education, LOTE (Spanish)
● Intervention, Tutor Learning Initiative
This is the first time in a while where Dinjerra has operated in a straight grade format. In terms of the Workforce Planning (staffing), we are
finalising our recruiting in the next few weeks and we will be able to communicate the staffing arrangements and teachers at each year
level. Students will have transition / step up days in December where they spend time getting to know their 2022 teachers.
Grade 4/5/6 Camp going ahead:
Thank you to the family members who have completed the Grade 4/5/6 survey. We have decided to go ahead with the Grade 4/5/6 Camp
to Doxa Youth Camp in Malmsbury for a 2 night camp on Monday 22nd to Wednesday 24th November. Notes have gone home today.
Buildings and Grounds:
Shade Sails:
The poles have been installed, along with the repairs to the astroturf. The quadrangle will be available for our students to use from
Monday onwards. The actual shade sails will be installed in the next few weeks.
Portable Removal:
At least two, (if not, all) portables will be removed from our oval site on November the 15th.

Prep 2022 Transition sessions:
We are still taking Prep 2022 enrolments, so if you know any families who have a child/ren starting Prep next year and they would like to
enrol at Dinjerra, please call into the office to see Hong for an enrolment form, or please call 9311 1598.
Prep 2022 Transition dates are as follows:

Happy Diwali 2021:
Diwali is a special tradition celebrated in Indian cultures, symbolised by a ‘festival of lights'. To celebrate, people light their homes with various
colourful lights and lamps in Diwali to welcome the goddess, Lakshimi. Wishing all of our families who celebrate Diwali a wonderful day of
celebrations with your families!

Kind Regards,
Natalie.

A message from the Assistant Principal - Catherine Robertson
Welcome Back Everyone
It’s so wonderful to finally have everyone back onsite. For me it’s been wonderful to finally see all the teachers and students
in person after being away for the year. The students are happy to see their friends and the teachers are enjoying teaching in
their classrooms. With six weeks left of the school year the staff have got many wonderful plans to see out the year with
many exciting events for the students and the community.

Term 4 SunSmart
A reminder that during Term 4 the school follows our SunSmart policy. Students are required to wear their Dinjerra sun hats
during all outdoor learning and playing sessions. Please make sure your child has their sun hat labelled with their name and
have it in their bag for school. Students who don’t have their sunhats will be redirected to undercover areas during playtimes
and PE lessons. If you have misplaced your hat and require a new one please see Hong in the office.

Remembrance Day
Thursday 11th November is Remembrance Day, it is a day to remember people who fought and died in wars. At 11am on the
11th of November students and staff at Dinjerra will observe one minute’s silence to pay our respects to those who have
suffered or died for Australia in all wars or armed conflict.
You may notice that many people wear a poppy on Remembrance Day, and for a few days before. The remembrance poppy
is an artificial flower to commemorate those who died in war. People bring wreaths made of poppies to Remembrance Day
ceremonies. The poppy is a symbol to show they remember the wars, and the soldiers who fought in them. Poppies were
chosen as a symbol because they often grew in battlefields after the soldiers stopped fighting.
https://kids.kiddle.co/Remembrance_Day

P/1 Learning
Our Thoughts About Home Learning and Returning To School...
What we disliked about Home Learning:
● we couldn’t see and play with our friends
● our teacher couldn’t help us
● we couldn’t talk to our friends while we were working
● we didn’t go on any excursions
●
What we liked about Home Learning:
● the learning videos and the learning videos
● we could watch the video then do our work
● our parents could help us
● we could eat any time and go to the toilet

What we like about coming back to school:
● we could see our friends and play outside
● we get to see our teachers
● we can go to the art room and have sport
●
What we dislike about coming back to school:
● getting up early

Learning About The Melbourne Cup
The Prep/One children watch a Behind The News Clip which told us some facts about the Melbourne Cup. The Melbourne Cup is a
horse race that ‘Stops the Nation’. We get a public holiday and it started in 1861. We made a headband and had a parade. We could
choose a fascinator or a top hat to show it is also about fashion. We all enjoyed working together and discussing the Melbourne Cup.
Here are some lovely photos we took:

It’s GREAT to be back at school!

2/3 LEARNING
The grade 2/3 students have jumped back into onsite learning with a whole heap of enthusiasm towards learning and excitement to see our
friends.
In Numeracy, we have been building 3-dimensional shapes and investigating the differences between prisms and pyramids. We have also
been learning about fractions. The grade 2’s have been folding and labelling a whole, half, quarter and eighth. Whilst the grade 3’s have
been folding and labelling thirds and fifths.
In Reading, we have been exploring fiction texts. We have been discussing the similarities and differences between fantasy and realistic
fiction. We created a Venn diagram to show our findings.
In Writing, we were introduced to explanation texts. We have learnt that they are a nonfiction piece of writing with the purpose to teach our
readers. The 2/3 students constructed ramps out of cardboard and rolled different objects down them. We are using our noticings to write
an explanation text.
Here are some photos of our learning over the past fortnight.

4/5/6 Learning
remote learning reflections
As a student I found some positives and negatives for online learning. I found I was more
independent than before because sometimes I was asking for help but Mr John couldn’t
always reply straight away so I had to try to work it out by myself.
It was kind of boring for me because if we stick our eyes on the screen it is not good. And I was
bored because I couldn't play with my friends.
Dat - 4/5C
I felt as if remote learning taught me to focus a bit better but also to stay on track. One thing
that was challenging was being on time. I would be making lunch sometimes and the maths
meeting was starting! Another challenge was having loud siblings and many other disruptions.
I enjoy being back at school very much because I can get help whenever I need it. I need a
good education for the job I want when I’m older.
Millie - 4/5 C

police buddy books!

We were excited in 4/5 C to receive gifts from our Police Buddies this week! Sadly because of
the pandemic, our visit to the police station was cancelled. However, to make up for that , we
were able to get our hands on a large box of exciting new books for our students including
Dog Man, Weird-Oh, Pokemon and others. A big thank you to ARDOCH and the Footscray
Police Station.

Our issue 7th of Scholastic Book Club is going home today. All money and order forms are due back on 12th
November 2021. The more orders we get, the school earns bonus points and it goes towards books for our
library.
Dinjerra Library

